
Math 3420, Spring 2016

Differential Equations II

TuTh 12:30 - 1:50 Env 391

Instructor
John Krueger
408 GAB
jkrueger@unt.edu

Office Hours
Monday 10:30-12:30, 1:30-3:30

Textbook
Applied Partial Differential Equations, Richard Haberman, Fifth edi-
tion

Prerequisites
Math 2730 Multivariable Calculus and Math 3410 Differential Equa-
tions I

Course Content
Ordinary differential equations arising from partial differential equa-
tions by means of separation of variables; method of characteristics
for first-order PDEs; boundary value problems for ODEs; comparative
study of heat equation, wave equation and Laplace’s equation by sepa-
ration of variables and numerical methods; further topics in numerical
solution of ODEs.

Some of the material which you will learn in this class might overlap
with material which you learned in other classes. You are required to
do your work using the methods which are taught in this class, not
the methods from other classes. Do not use major results from other
classes in your assigned work which were not covered in this class.

Exam Dates
Exam 1: Thursday, March 3
Exam 2: Thursday, April 21
Final Exam: Thursday, May 12 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Course Website
http://www.math.unt.edu/∼jkrueger/3420.html
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On the website you can find up-to-date office hours, homework assign-
ments, homework solutions, handouts, exam review sheets, and exam
solutions.

Grading
20% Homework, 10% Quizzes, 20% Exam 1, 20% Exam 2, 30% Final
Exam.
[90,100] = A, [80,89] = B, [70,79] = C, [60,69] = D, [0, 59] = F.
It is possible, though not promised, that final grades will be curved
somewhat. Grading is based on the correctness of your work; your effort
might be taken into consideration when grading individual problems,
but plays no direct role in your final grade.

Students who need to pass this class in order to graduate, or
to score a particular grade in order to maintain their GPA,
have the responsibility to make the required effort needed to
achieve this goal. This is not the responsibility of the instruc-
tor. Attempting to persuade the instructor to give or change a final
grade based on effort, offers to do additional work, or explanations of
personal circumstances is strongly discouraged.

Your final grade is a reflection of your performance on the work assigned
to you during the semester. It is not possible to improve your grade
through doing additional work to make up for underperforming.

If you disagree with the way a problem was graded and want to discuss
it with me, please bring your graded work to my office hours so I can
review it. But keep in mind that unless there is a clear mistake in the
grading, I usually will not change the original grade. If the issue is a
simple one, such as the points being added up incorrectly, you can ask
after class. I do not have time after class to regrade complex problems
on the spot.

Homework, Quizzes, and Exams
Turn in homework no later than the beginning of class the day it is
due. If you cannot attend class that day, slide your homework under
my office door by the beginning of class. I do not accept homework by
email except in case of an emergency. If extreme circumstances impact
your ability to turn in homework on time, I encourage you to discuss
your options with me. Your lowest homework grade will be dropped.
You can discuss homework problems with other students, but you must
write up solutions yourself. See comments below on academic honesty.
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Quizzes take place roughly once a week during the first 10 minutes
of class. Make sure that you show up on time, since you will not be
given extra time for showing up late. To prepare for the quizzes, I
suggest that you carefully review your class lecture notes for the past
four lectures. Sometimes I will give additional information about what
will appear on the quizzes during lecture. Your lowest quiz grade will
be dropped.

Since this is an advanced mathematics class, you are expected to have
a reasonable mastery of the basic mathematical prerequisites. This in-
cludes basic algebra, familiarity with the exponential and trigonometric
functions, and differentiation and integration. Students who are unable
to successfully solve a problem due to difficulties with material which
they are expected to have mastered coming into the class will receive
a low grade on such work.

It is not appropriate when taking a quiz or exam to write a complaint
on the quiz or exam about the questions you are being asked to solve.
If you have an issue with the work being assigned, you should come to
my office hours and address the issue there. Writing complaints on a
quiz or exam could result in points being taking off that quiz or exam
as a penalty.

Cell Phones and Computers
Once lecture begins, you are prohibited from using cell phones.
Turn off your phones and put them away so that they are not visible.
Do not use your phone in your lap, hidden from the instructor’s view.
Any violation of this policy will result in losing 50 percentage points
on your quiz score for each incident.

Use of laptop computers or similar devices are also prohibited, with the
same consequences as for cell phones. If you plan to use a computer
to take notes, you will need to inform and get permission from the
instructor.

Attendance
Attendance is strongly recommended. Students who do not attend
regularly should expect to experience more difficulty on homeworks,
quizzes, and exams. Exams focus on the material in the lecture notes.
If you cannot attend class on a particular day, you are expected to
get a copy of the notes from another student. I do not provide copies
of lecture notes to students myself. Students who systematically
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skip class will be penalized by forfeiting a curve on their final
grade.

Class Rules and Guidelines
It is helpful for the instructor of a large class that a student making
comments or asking questions should raise their hand prior to speaking.
It is difficult to communicate with the class when more than one person
speaks at the same time. Please do not address the instructor or class
unless the instructor has paused and indicated that you are welcome
to do so. If you have a question you would like to ask the instructor
outside of class, it is better to ask after lecture rather than before.

Class disruptions will not be tolerated. As soon as the instructor an-
nounces that the lecture has started, all conversations should stop.
Students will not conduct activities during class unrelated to the lec-
ture; this includes text messaging, emails, or other use of electronic
devices. Laptops must be put away during lecture; if a student would
like to use a laptop to take notes, they will need to ask the instructor
for permission. Do not sleep during class, carry on conversations, or do
unrelated work. Do not come to class late or leave early unless there
is a serious reason for you to do so. Any conversations during class
which are related to the lecture should include the instructor. Sleeping
in class will result in a penalty of 50 percentage points off your quiz
score for each incident.

You are permitted to raise issues or questions in class which are not di-
rectly related to the lecture, for example, clarification of grading policy.
However, class time is not the appropriate place to make complaints
or to discuss at length any controversial topics or disagreements. Any
issue that cannot be resolved easily and without controversy should be
addressed to the instructor after class or at a different time. Attempts
to engage the instructor in a debate or argument during lecture will be
considered a class disruption and will not be tolerated.

Academic Honesty
In this course, there is a zero-tolerance policy on cheating. Any vi-
olation of the guidelines provided below could result in a penalty on
your grade and be reported to the Office of Academic Integrity for
disciplinary action.

According to the official policy of the University of North Texas, the
use of unauthorized resources on coursework is considered cheating and
is strictly prohibited. You may use other books or general mathematics
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resources on the internet as an aid to learning the material. But any
consultation of material which specifically addresses assigned home-
work problems is not allowed.

It is also a violation of university policy to facilitate another person’s
act of academic dishonesty. If there is an investigation into an instance
of cheating, any dishonest statements made to the instructor could
result in a serious penalties.

While you are encouraged to work together to some degree to study
and do homework, the work you turn in should be your own. In any
case where you turn in work in which there has been a substantial con-
tribution by another person or resource, a reference must be provided.
Different students should never turn in identically worded homework
solutions.

Cheating on exams is strictly prohibited. This includes looking at
another student’s exam, or consulting any material whatsoever during
the exam. Speaking during exams is not allowed. Bathroom breaks
during exams are not allowed except in case of an emergency. You are
not allowed to leave the room during an exam without the permission
of the instructor.

Communication with Instructor
On occasion the instructor may need to communicate with a student
outside the classroom on matters pertaining to the course. In that case
you will be contacted by your email address which is posted on the UNT
website. If you do not use the email address which the university has
assigned to you, please inform the instructor of a different active email
address. Any issues related to the course which are communicated
to you should be responded to promptly, either by email or in the
next lecture. You are expected to be cooperative and honest during
communications related to a possible violation of class code.

ODA
The University of North Texas makes reasonable academic accommo-
dation for students with disabilities. Students seeking accommodation
must first register with the Office of Disability Accommodation (ODA)
to verify their eligibility. If a disability is verified, the ODA will provide
you with an accommodation letter to be delivered to faculty to begin a
private discussion regarding your specific needs in a course. You may
request accommodations at any time, however, ODA notices of accom-
modation should be provided as early as possible in the semester to
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avoid any delay in implementation. Note that students must obtain a
new letter of accommodation for every semester and must meet with
each faculty member prior to implementation in each class. For addi-
tional information see the Office of Disability Accommodation website
at http://www.unt.edu/oda. You may also contact them by phone at
940.565.4323.


